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Abstract
We study general spectral multiplier theorems for self-adjoint positive deﬁnite
operators on L2ðX ; mÞ; where X is any open subset of a space of homogeneous type.
We show that the sharp Ho¨rmander-type spectral multiplier theorems follow from
the appropriate estimates of the L2 norm of the kernel of spectral multipliers and the
Gaussian bounds for the corresponding heat kernel. The sharp Ho¨rmander-type
spectral multiplier theorems are motivated and connected with sharp estimates for
the critical exponent for the Riesz means summability, which we also study here. We
discuss several examples, which include sharp spectral multiplier theorems for a class
of scattering operators on R3 and new spectral multiplier theorems for the Laguerre
and Hermite expansions.
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1. Introduction
Suppose that A is a positive deﬁnite self-adjoint operator acting on L2ðX Þ;
where X is a measure space. Such an operator admits a spectral resolution
EAðlÞ and for any bounded Borel function F : ½0;NÞ-C; we deﬁne the
operator F ðAÞ by the formula
F ðAÞ ¼
Z N
0
F ðlÞ dEAðlÞ: ð1:1Þ
By the spectral theorem, the operator F ðAÞ is continuous on L2ðX Þ: Spectral
multiplier theorems investigate sufﬁcient conditions on function F which
ensure that the operator F ðAÞ extends to a bounded operator on Lq for some
q; 1pqpN:
The theory of spectral multipliers is related to and motivated by study of
convergence of the Riesz means or convergence of other eigenfunction
expansions of self-adjoint operators. To deﬁne the Riesz means of the
operator A we put
saRðlÞ ¼
ð1 l=RÞa for lpR;
0 for l > R:
(
ð1:2Þ
We then deﬁne the operator saRðAÞ using (1.1). We call s
a
RðAÞ the Riesz or
the Bochner–Riesz means of order a: The basic question in the theory of the
Riesz means is to establish the critical exponent for the continuity and
convergence of the Riesz means. More precisely, we want to study the
optimal range of a for which the Riesz means saRðAÞ are uniformly bounded
on L1ðX Þ (or other LqðX Þ spaces). Since the publication of Riesz’s paper [44]
the summability of the Riesz means has been one of the most fundamental
problems in harmonic analysis (see e.g. [56, IX.2 and Section IX.6B]).
Despite the fact that the Riesz means have been extensively studied we do
not have the full description of the optimal range of a even if we study only
the space L1ðX Þ: On one hand, we know that for the Laplace operator
Dd ¼ 
Pd
k¼1 @
2
k acting on R
d and the Laplace–Beltrami operator acting on
compact d-dimensional Riemannian manifolds the critical exponent is equal
ðd  1Þ=2 (see [53]). This means that the Riesz means are uniformly
continuous on L1ðX Þ if and only if a > ðd  1Þ=2 (see also [8,59]). On the
other hand, if we consider more general operators like e.g. uniformly elliptic
operators on Rd it is only known that the Riesz means are uniformly
continuous on L1ðX Þ if a > d=2 (see [25]). One of the main points of our
paper is to investigate the summability of the Riesz means for d=2Xa >
ðd  1Þ=2:
Now we discuss two fairly speciﬁc but important examples of spectral
multiplier theorems concerning group invariant Laplace operators acting on
Lie groups of polynomial growth. As we will see, this discussion is closely
related to the summability of the Riesz means for d=2Xa > ðd  1Þ=2:
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Let G be a Lie group of polynomial growth and let X1;y; Xk be a system
of left-invariant vector ﬁelds on G satisfying the Ho¨rmander condition. We
deﬁne the Laplace operator L acting on L2ðGÞ by the formula
L ¼ 
Xk
i¼1
X 2i : ð1:3Þ
If Bðx; rÞ is the ball deﬁned by the distance associated with system X1;y; Xk
(see e.g. [62, Section III.4]), then there exist natural numbers d0; dNX0 such
that mðBðx; rÞÞBrd0 for rp1 and mðBðx; rÞÞBrdN for r > 1 (see e.g. [62, Section
VIII.2]). We call G a homogeneous group if there exists a family of dilations
on G: A family of dilations on a Lie group G is a one-parameter group
ð*dtÞt>0 ð*dt3*ds ¼ *dtsÞ of automorphisms of G determined by
*dtYj ¼ tdj Yj ; ð1:4Þ
where Y1;y; Yl is a linear basis of Lie algebra of G and djX1 for 1pjpl
(see [23]). We say that an operator L deﬁned by (1.3) is homogeneous if
*dtXi ¼ tXi for 1pipk: For the homogeneous Laplace operator d0 ¼ dN ¼Pl
j¼1 dj (see [23]).
Spectral multiplier theorems for the homogeneous Laplace operators
acting on homogeneous groups were investigated by Hulanicki and Stein
[33] (see also [23, Theorem 6.25]) and De Michele and Mauceri [16]. The
following theorem was obtained independently by Christ [10] and Mauceri
and Meda [37].
Theorem 1.1. Let L be the homogeneous operator defined by formula (1.3)
acting on a homogeneous group G: Denote by d ¼ d0 ¼ dN; the homogeneous
dimension of the underlying group G: Next suppose that s > d=2 and that
F : ½0;NÞ-C is a bounded Borel function such that
sup
t>0
jjZ dtF jjW 2soN; ð1:5Þ
where dtF ðlÞ ¼ F ðtlÞ; jjF jjW ps ¼ jjðI  d
2= dx2Þs=2F jjLp and ZAC
N
c ðRþÞ is a
fixed function, not identically zero. Then F ðLÞ is of weak type ð1; 1Þ and
bounded on Lq when 1oqoN:
Condition (1.5) is actually independent of the choice of Z: Once and for all
we ﬁx a nonzero cutoff function ZACNc ðRþÞ:
The Ho¨rmander multiplier theorem gives a sufﬁcient condition for a
Fourier multiplier to extend to an operator bounded on LpðRdÞ for pAð1;NÞ
(see [29,32, Theorem 7.9.5, p. 243]). If we apply Theorem 1.1 to Rd ; we
obtain a result equivalent to the Ho¨rmander multiplier theorem restricted to
radial Fourier multipliers. Therefore, we call Theorem 1.1 the Ho¨rmander-
type multiplier theorem and condition (1.5) the Ho¨rmander-type condition.
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In the setting of general Lie groups of polynomial growth spectral
multipliers were investigated by Alexopoulos. The following theorem is
equivalent to the spectral multiplier theorem obtained by Alexopoulos (see
[2], see also Section 8.3).
Theorem 1.2. Let L be a group invariant operator acting on a Lie group of
polynomial growth defined by (1.3). Suppose that s > d=2 ¼ maxðd0; dNÞ=2
and that F : ½0;NÞ-C is a bounded Borel function such that
sup
t>0
jjZ dtF jjWNs oN; ð1:6Þ
where dtF ðlÞ ¼ F ðtlÞ and jjF jjW ps ¼ jjðI  d
2= dx2Þs=2F jjLp : Then F ðLÞ is of
weak type ð1; 1Þ and bounded on Lq when 1oqoN:
Condition (1.6) is also independent of the choice of Z: In [28], Hebisch
extended Theorem 1.2 to a class of abstract operators acting on spaces
satisfying the doubling condition (see also [3]). The order of differentiability
in the Alexopoulos–Hebisch multiplier theorem is optimal. This means that
for any sod=2; we can ﬁnd a function F such that F satisﬁes condition (1.6)
but F ðAÞ is not of weak type ð1; 1Þ: Indeed, let A be a uniformly elliptic, self-
adjoint second-order differential operator on Rd ; e.g. A ¼ Dd ; where Dd is
the standard Laplace operator. One can prove that
C1ð1þ jajÞ
d=2pjjAiajjL1-L1;NpC2ð1þ jajÞd=2 ð1:7Þ
(see [50]). (See also [55,10, p. 52]). However, if we put FaðlÞ ¼ jljia; then
C01ð1þ jajÞ
s=2p sup
t>0
jjZdtFajjWNs pC
0
2ð1þ jajÞ
s=2: ð1:8Þ
Therefore, for any sod=2 Theorem 1.2 does not hold.1 Although the
exponent d=2 is optimal, the Alexopoulos–Hebisch multiplier theorem is not
sharp, as it does not give the optimal range of the exponent a for the Riesz
summability. Indeed, if jjsa1jjWNs oN; then aXs: However, jjsa1jjW 2soN if
and only if a > s  1=2: This means that in virtue of Theorem 1.2 one
obtains uniform continuity of the Riesz means on Lq for any a > d=2 and for
all qAð1;NÞ; whereas Theorem 1.1 shows the Riesz summability for a >
ðd  1Þ=2 (see also [10, p. 74]). As we mentioned earlier, ðd  1Þ=2 is the
critical index for the Riesz summability for the standard Laplace operator
on Rd and for the Laplace–Beltrami operator on compact manifolds.
The main aims of this paper is to investigate when it is possible to replace
condition (1.6) in the Alexopoulos–Hebisch multiplier theorem by condition
(1.5) from Theorem 1.1. However, we investigate spectral multipliers in a
general setting of abstract operators rather than in a speciﬁc setting of group
invariant operators acting on Lie groups.
1See however [13,27,41].
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If we consider the harmonic oscillator i.e. the operator A ¼  d2= dx2 þ
x2 ¼ Dþ x2 on R; then d ¼ 1 and ðd  1Þ=2 ¼ 0: However, in [60, Theorem
2.1] Thangavelu proved that
Theorem 1.3. If A ¼ Dþ x2 and the operators saRðAÞ are uniformly bounded
on Lq for qp4; then we necessarily have qX4=ð6aþ 3Þ: In particular, saRðAÞf
cannot converge in the norm for all fAL1ðRÞ unless a > 1=6:
Hence, the analogue of Theorem 1.1 does not hold for the harmonic
oscillator. See Section 7.5 for further discussion of the multiplier theorems for
the harmonic oscillator. Thus, if we want to generalise Theorem 1.1 we have
to introduce some additional conditions. The additional conditions which we
study here describe the L2 norm of the kernels of spectral multipliers. We call
such estimates the Plancherel estimates. If mðX ÞoN; then these Plancherel
estimates are related to the sharp Weyl formula (see Section 7.3).
To provide rationale for the additional assumptions which we introduce
here we discuss several examples in Section 7 including elliptic differential
operators on compact manifolds, the Hermite and Laguerre expansions,
scattering-type operators on R3: Analysis of these examples seems to be of
interest in its own right.
One striking feature of our results is their simplicity. Even though the
proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are quite easy, most of known multiplier
results follow from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Examples of multiplier theorems
which follow from Theorem 3.1 are Theorems 1.2 and 1.1.
The subject of the Bochner–Riesz means and spectral multipliers is so
broad that it is impossible to provide comprehensive bibliography of it here.
Hence, we quote only papers directly related to our investigation and refer
the reader to [2,8–10,13,16,18,19,25,28,29,33,37,39,46,48,53–56,59] and their
references.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some notation and describe the hypotheses
under which we work. We also prove a few lemmas which will be useful in
stating our main results.
Assumption 2.1. Let X be an open subset of X˜; where X˜ is a topological
space equipped with a Borel measure m and a distance r: Let Bðx; rÞ ¼
fyAX˜; rðx; yÞorg be the open ball (of X˜) with centre at x and radius r: We
suppose throughout that X˜ satisﬁes the doubling property, i.e., there exists a
constant C such that
mðBðx; 2rÞÞpCmðBðx; rÞÞ 8xAX˜;8r > 0: ð2:1Þ
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Note that (2.1) implies that there exist positive constants C and d such that
mðBðx; grÞÞpCð1þ gÞdmðBðx; rÞÞ 8g > 0; xAX˜; r > 0: ð2:2Þ
In a sequel we always assume that (2.2) holds.
We state our results in terms of the value d in (2.2). Of course for any
d 0Xd (2.2) also holds. However, the smaller d the stronger multiplier
theorem we will be able to obtain. Therefore, we want to take d as small as
possible. Note that in the case of the group of polynomial growth the
smallest possible d in (2.2) is equal to maxðd0; dNÞ: Hence, our notation is
consistent with statements of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Note that we do not assume that X satisﬁes the doubling property. This
enables us to investigate singular integrals on the spaces without the
doubling property (see Section 7.3).
Suppose that T is a bounded operator on L2ðX ; mÞ: We say that a
measurable function KT : X
2-C is the (singular) kernel of T if
/Tf1; f2S ¼
Z
X
Tf1f2 dm ¼
Z
X
KT ðx; yÞf1ðyÞf2ðxÞ dmðxÞ dmðyÞ: ð2:3Þ
for all f1; f2ACcðX Þ (for all f1; f2ACcðX Þ such that supp f1-supp f2 ¼ |;
respectively).
Next, we denote the weak type ð1; 1Þ norm of an operator T on a measure
space ðX ;mÞ by jjT jjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1;NðX ;mÞ ¼ sup lmðfxAX : jTf ðxÞj > lgÞ; where
the supremum is taken over l > 0 and functions f with L1ðX ;mÞ norm less
than one; this is often called the ‘‘operator norm’’, though in fact it is not a
norm.
Assumption 2.2. Let A be a self-adjoint positive deﬁnite operator. We
suppose that the semigroup generated by A on L2 has the kernel ptðx; yÞ ¼
KexpðtAÞðx; yÞ deﬁned by (2.3) which satisﬁes the following Gaussian upper
bound:
jptðx; yÞjpCmðBðy; t1=mÞÞ1exp b
rðx; yÞm=ðm1Þ
t1=ðm1Þ
 !
;
8t > 0; x; yAX ; ð2:4Þ
where C; b and m are positive constants and mX2:
Such estimates are typical for elliptic or sub-elliptic differential operators of
order m (see e.g. [14,45,62]). We will call ptðx; yÞ the heat kernel associated
with A:
In a sequel we always suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. To
avoid repetition we often skip these assumptions in the statements of our
results but Assumption 2.1 and Assumption 2.2 should always be added to
the hypothesis of all our results. All examples of operators and spaces which
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we discuss here satisfy Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. The values d and m always
refer to (2.2) and (2.4).
Now we describe some simple but useful consequences of Assumptions
2.1 and 2.2.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that (2.4) and (2.2) hold. ThenZ
XBðy;rÞ
jptðx; yÞj2 dmðxÞpCmðBðy; t1=mÞÞ1expðb
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rm=tm1
p
Þ: ð2:5Þ
In particular,
jjptðx; Þjj
2
L2ðX ;mÞ ¼ jjptð; xÞjj
2
L2ðX ;mÞpCmðBðx; t1=mÞÞ1:
Proof. By (2.4) and (2.2) (see also [11, Lemma 2.1]),Z
XBðy;rÞ
jptðx; yÞj
2 dmðxÞ
pCmðBðy; t1=mÞÞ2
Z
XBðy;rÞ
expð2b
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rðx; yÞm=tm1
p
Þ dmðxÞ
pC expðb
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rm=tm1
p
ÞmðBðy; t1=mÞÞ2
Z
X
expðb
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rðx; yÞm=tm1
p
Þ dmðxÞ
pCmðBðy; t1=mÞÞ1expðb
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rm=tm1
p
Þ: &
The following lemma is important for our further study and it motivates the
Plancherel-type condition which we introduce in Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that jjptð; yÞjj
2
L2ðX ;mÞpCmðBðy; t1=mÞ1: Then
jjK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞjj2L2ðX ;mÞ ¼ jjK %Fð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðy; Þjj2L2ðX ;mÞ
pCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1jjF jj2LN ð2:6Þ
for any Borel function F such that supp FC½0; R:
Proof. Put G1ðlÞ ¼ F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
lm
p
Þel=R
m
and G2ðlÞ ¼ el=R
m
so that F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
lm
p
Þ ¼
G1ðlÞG2ðlÞ: Then jjG1ðAÞjj2L2ðX ;mÞ-L2ðX ;mÞpjjG1jjLNpejjF jjLN : Next note that
for any fACcðX Þ and any t > 0 we have
R
jjptð; yÞf ðyÞjjL2ðX ;mÞ dmðyÞoN so
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þf ¼ G1ðAÞðG2ðAÞf Þ ¼G1ðAÞ
Z
X
pRmð; yÞf ðyÞ dmðyÞ

 
¼
Z
X
G1ðAÞpRmð; yÞÞðyÞf ðyÞ dmðyÞ
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for every fACcðX Þ: Hence, if supp FC½0; R and jjF jjLNoN; then operator
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ has the kernel given by the formula
K
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞ ¼ ðG1ðAÞKG2ðAÞð; yÞÞðxÞ:
In additionZ
X
jK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2 dmðxÞp jG1ðAÞjj2L2ðX ;mÞ-L2ðX ;mÞjjpRmð; yÞjj2L2ðX ;mÞ
pCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1jjG1jj2LN
pCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1jjF jj2LN : & ð2:7Þ
3. Main results
Our main results are Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 below.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that s > d=2 and assume that for any R > 0 and all
Borel functions F such that supp FD½0; R;Z
X
jK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2 dmðxÞpCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1jjdRF jj2Lp ð3:1Þ
for some pA½2;N: Then for any Borel bounded function F such that
supt>0 jjZ dtF jjW psoN; the operator F ðAÞ is of weak type ð1; 1Þ and is bounded
on LqðX Þ for all 1oqoN: In addition
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1;NðX ;mÞpCs sup
t>0
jjZ dtF jjW ps þ jF ð0Þj

 
: ð3:2Þ
Note that if (3.1) holds for some poN; then the pointwise spectrum of A
is empty. Indeed, for all poN and all yAX ;
0 ¼ CjjdRwfagjjLpXmðBðy; 1=RÞ
1=2jjK
wfagð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞjjL2ðX ;mÞ ð3:3Þ
so wfagð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ ¼ 0: Hence, for elliptic operators on compact manifolds or for
the harmonic oscillator, (3.1) cannot be true for any poN: To be able to
study these operators as well, we introduce some variation of condition
(3.1). Following [13] for a Borel function F such that supp FD½1; 2 we
deﬁne the norm jjF jjN ;p by the formula
jjF jjN ;p ¼
1
N
X2N
l¼1N
sup
lA½l1
N
; l
N
Þ
jF ðlÞjp
0@ 1A1=p;
where pA½1;NÞ and NAZþ: For p ¼N; we put jjF jjN ;N ¼ jjF jjLN : It is
obvious that jjF jjN ;p increases monotonically in p: The next theorem is a
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variation of Theorem 3.1. This variation can be used in the case of operators
with nonempty pointwise spectrum (cf. [13, Theorem 3.6]).
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that k is a fixed natural number, s > d=2 and that for
any NAZþ and for all Borel functions F such that supp FD½1; N þ 1;Z
X
jK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞj2 dmðxÞpCmðBðy; 1=NÞÞ1jjdNF jj2Nk;p ð3:4Þ
for some pX2: In addition, we assume that for any e > 0 there exists a constant
Ce such that for all NAZþ and all Borel functions F such that
supp FD½1; N þ 1;
jjF ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þjj2L1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞpCeNkdþejjdNF jj2Nk ;p: ð3:5Þ
Then for any Borel bounded function F such that supt>1 jjZ dtF jjW psoN; the
operator F ðAÞ is of weak type ð1; 1Þ and is bounded on LqðX Þ for all qAð1;NÞ:
In addition,
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1;NðX ;mÞpCs sup
t>1
jjZ dtF jjW ps þ jjF jjLN

 
: ð3:6Þ
Remark. 1. Note that in virtue of Lemma 2.2 (3.1) always holds with
p ¼N: This means that Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 3.1. Theorem
1.1 also follows from Theorem 3.1. Indeed, it is easy to check that for
homogeneous operators (3.1) holds for p ¼ 2 (see Section 7.1 or [10,
Proposition 3]).
2. The harmonic oscillator satisﬁes Assumption 2.2 (see e.g. (7.8) below).
However, the Ho¨rmander-type multiplier theorem (i.e. (3.2) for p ¼ 2) does
not hold for the harmonic oscillator (see Theorem 1.3 and Section 7.5).
Hence, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 do not hold without conditions (3.1) or (3.4).
3. The main point of this paper is that if one can obtain (3.1) or (3.4) then
one can prove stronger multiplier results. If one shows (3.1) or (3.4) for
p ¼ 2; then this implies the sharp Ho¨rmander-type multiplier result. Actually,
we believe that to obtain any sharp spectral multiplier theorem one has to
investigate conditions of the same type as (3.1) or (3.4). This means
conditions which allow us to estimate the norm jjK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞjjL2ðX ;mÞ in terms
of some kind of Lp norm of the function F : We hope that examples which we
analyse would convince readers that our supposition has a sound rationale.
4. We call hypothesis (3.1) or (3.4) the Plancherel estimates or the
Plancherel conditions. In the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, one does not
have to assume that pX2 in estimate (3.1) or (3.4). However, (3.1) or (3.4)
for po2 would imply the Riesz summability for aoðd  1Þ=2 and we do not
expect such a situation.
Note that (3.4) is weaker than (3.1) and we need additional hypothesis
(3.5) in Theorem 3.2. However, once (3.4) is proved, (3.5) is usually easy to
check. Often we can put e ¼ 0: We have for example (see also Lemma 7.9)
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose that XCBðz; gÞ and (3.4) holds for k ¼ 1: Then
jjF ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þjj2L1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞpCNd jjdNF jj2N;p
for all NAZþ and all Borel functions F such that supp FD½1; N þ 1:
Proof. Indeed
jjF ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þjj2L1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞ ¼ sup
yAX
jjK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞjj2L1ðX ;mÞ
p mðBðz; gÞÞ sup
yAX
jjK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞjj2L2ðX ;mÞ
pCmðBðz; gÞÞ sup
yAX
mðBðy; 1=NÞÞ1jjdNF jj2N;p:
But by Assumption 2.1 for any yAX ;
sup
yAX
mðBðy; 1=NÞÞ1mðBðz; gÞÞ
pC sup
yAX
mðBðy; 1=NÞÞ1mðBðy; 2gÞÞpC0Nd : &
4. Proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
We split the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 into a few lemmas. First we
note that (cf. [6,42])
Lemma 4.1. For any sX0 there exists a constant C such thatZ
X
jpð1þitÞRm ðx; yÞj2rðx; yÞ
s dmðxÞpCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ1Rsð1þ jtjÞs; ð4:1Þ
where pð1þitÞRm ¼ Kexpðð1þitÞRmAÞ:
Proof. Assume that jjf jjL2ðX ;mÞ ¼ 1 and that supp fCX  Bðy; rÞ: We deﬁne
the holomorphic function Fy: fzAC : Re z > 0g-C by the formula
FyðzÞ ¼ ezR
m
mðBðy; 1=RÞÞ
Z
X
pzðx; yÞf ðxÞ dmðxÞ

 2
:
By the same argument as in (2.7) if we put z ¼ jzjeiy; then jjpzð; yÞjj
2
L2 ¼
jjpjzj cos yð; yÞjj2L2 : Hence, by Lemma 2.1,
jFyðzÞjp eR
m jzj cos ymðBðy; 1=RÞÞjjpjzj cos yð; yÞjj2L2
pCeRm jzj cos y mðBðy; 1=RÞÞ
mðBðy;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jzj cos ym
p
ÞÞ
pCeRm jzj cos y 1þ R
m
jzj cos y

 d=m
pCRdðjzj cos yÞd=m:
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Similarly, for y ¼ 0 by Lemma 2.1,
jFyðjzjÞjpCRd jzjd=m exp 
brm=ðm1Þ
jzj1=ðm1Þ

 
:
Now let us recall the following version of Phragmen–Lindelo¨f Theorem
Lemma 4.2 (Davies [15, Lemma 9]). Suppose that function F is analytic in
fzAC : Re z > 0g and that
jF ðjzjeiyÞjpa1ðjzj cos yÞb1 ;
jF ðjzjÞjpa1jzjb1expða2jzjb2Þ
for some a1; a2 > 0; b1X0; b2Að0; 1; all jzj > 0 and all yAðp=2;p=2Þ: Then
jF ðjzjeiyÞjpa12b1ðjzj cos yÞb1exp 
a2b2
2
jzjb2cos y

 
for all jzj > 0 and all yAðp=2;p=2Þ:
Now if jzjeiy ¼ ð1þ itÞRm; then jzj ¼ Rmð1þ jtj2Þ1=2; cos y ¼
ð1þ jtj2Þ1=2 and jzj cos y ¼ Rm: Putting a1 ¼ CRd ; a2 ¼ brm=ðm1Þ; b1 ¼
d=m and b2 ¼ 1=ðm  1Þ in Lemma 4.2 we conclude that
jFyðð1þ itÞRmÞjpC0 exp b0ðrR=ð1þ jtjÞÞm=ðm1Þ
 
:
Hence,
mðBðy; 1=RÞÞ
Z
XBðy;rÞ
jpð1þitÞRm ðx; yÞj
2 dmðxÞpC exp b0ðrR=ð1þ jtjÞÞm=ðm1Þ
 
:
Finally, we haveZ
X
jpð1þitÞRmðx; yÞj
2rðx; yÞs dmðxÞ
¼
X
kX0
Z
kð1þjtjÞR1prðx;yÞpðkþ1Þð1þjtjÞR1
jpð1þitÞRm ðx; yÞj
2rðx; yÞs dmðxÞ
pð1þ jtjÞsRs
X
kX0
ðk þ 1Þs
Z
XBðy;kð1þjtjÞR1Þ
jpð1þitÞRmðx; yÞj
2 dmðxÞ
pCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ1Rsð1þ jtjÞs: &
Lemma 4.3. (a) Suppose that A satisfies (3.1) for some pA½2;N and that
R > 0; s > 0: Then for any e > 0; there exists a constant C ¼ Cðs; eÞ such thatZ
X
jK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2ð1þ Rrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ
pCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1jjdRF jj2W p
s=2þe
ð4:2Þ
for all Borel functions F such that supp FD½R=4; R:
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(b) Suppose that A satisfies (3.4) for some pA½2;N and N > 8 is a natural
number. For xACNc ð½1; 1Þ we define the function xN by the formula xN ðlÞ ¼
NxðNlÞ: Then for any s > 0; e > 0 and function xACNc ð½1; 1Þ there exists a
constant C ¼ Cðs; e; xÞ such thatZ
X
jK
F *xNk1 ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2ð1þ Nrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ
pCmðBðy; 1=NÞÞ1jjdNF jj2W p
s=2þe
ð4:3Þ
for all Borel functions F such that supp FD½N=4; N:
Proof. In virtue of the Fourier inversion formula
GðA=RmÞeA=R
m
¼
1
2p
Z
R
expððit 1ÞRmAÞGˆðtÞ dt
and so
K
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞ ¼
1
2p
Z
R
GˆðtÞpð1itÞRmðx; yÞ dt;
where GðlÞ ¼ ½dRF ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
lm
p
Þel: Hence, by Lemmas 4.1 and 2.1,Z
X
jK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2ð1þ Rrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ

 1=2
p
Z
R
jGˆðtÞj
Z
X
jpð1itÞRm ðx; yÞj
2ð1þ Rrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ

 1=2
dt
pCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ1=2
Z
R
jGˆðtÞjð1þ jtjÞs=2 dt
pCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ1=2
Z
R
jGˆðtÞj2ð1þ t2Þ
sþeþ1
2

 1=2 Z
R
ð1þ t2Þ
1e
2

 1=2
pCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ1=2jjGjjW 2
ðsþ1þeÞ=2
: ð4:4Þ
However, supp FD½R=4; R and supp dRFD½1=4; 1 so
jjGjjW 2
ðsþ1þeÞ=2
pCjjdRF jjW 2
ðsþ1þeÞ=2
pCjjdRF jjW p
ðsþ1þeÞ=2
ð4:5Þ
for all pX2: From (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain a multiplier result in which the
required order of differentiability of the function dRF is 1=2 greater than
that of Lemma 4.3. To get rid of this additional 1=2 we use an interpolation
argument as in [37]. First, we note that (4.2) is equivalent to the following
estimates.Z
X
jK
d1=RHð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2ð1þ Rrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ
pCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1jjH jj2W p
s=2þe
ð4:6Þ
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for all bounded Borel functions H such that supp HC½1=4; 1: Now we
deﬁne the linear operator Ky;R : L
pð½1=4; 1Þ-L2ðX ; mÞ by the formula
Ky;RðHÞ ¼ K
d1=RHð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞ:
By (3.1),
jjKy;Rjj
2
Lpð½1=4;1Þ-L2ðX ;mÞpCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1:
Next we put L2y;s;R ¼ L
2ðX ; my;s;RÞ; where dmy;s;RðxÞ ¼ ð1þ Rrðx; yÞÞ
s dmðxÞ
and by W pa ð½1=4; 1Þ we denote the space of all Borel functions F such that
supp FD½1=4; 1 and jjF jjW pa ¼ jjðDþ 1Þ
aF jjLpðRÞoN: By (4.4) and (4.5),
jjKy;Rjj2W p
ðsþ1þeÞ=2
ð½1=4;1Þ-L2
y;s;R
pCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1:
By interpolation, for every yAð0; 1Þ there exists a constant C such that
jjd1=RHð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þð; yÞjjL2
y;sy;R
pCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ1=2jjH jj½LP ;W p
ðsþ1þeÞ=2½y
:
In particular, for all s > 0; e0 > 0 and yAð0; 1Þ;
jjd1=RHð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þð; yÞjjL2
y;sy;R
pCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ1=2jjH jjW sy=2þy=2þe0 :
Hence, by putting s0 ¼ s=y in this inequality and taking y small enough we
obtain
jjd1=RHð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þð; yÞjjL2
y;s0 ;R
pCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ1=2jjH jjW p
s0=2þe00
for all s0 > 0 and e00 > 0: This proves (4.6) and (4.2).
The main idea of the proof of (4.3) is similar to that of the proof of (4.2).
First we can state (4.3) in the following way:Z
X
jK
x
Nk1 *d1=N Hð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2ð1þ Nrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ
pCmðBðy; 1=NÞÞ1jjH jj2W p
s=2þe
ð4:7Þ
for all bounded Borel functions H such that supp HD½1=4; 1: Now if N > 8
and supp HD½1=4; 1 then suppðxN *HÞD½1=8; 2: Moreover,
jxN *HðlÞj
ppjjxN jjpLp0
Z lþ1=N
l1=N
jHðl0Þjp dl0; ð4:8Þ
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so
jjxN *H jjN;p ¼
1
N
X2N
i¼1N
sup
lA½i1
N
; i
N
Þ
jxN *HðlÞj
p
0@ 1A1=p
p jjxN jjLp0
N1=p
XN
i¼1
Z ðiþ1Þ=N
ði2Þ=N
jHðl0Þjp dl0
 !1=p
p 3jjxN jjLp0
N1=p
jjH jjLppCjjH jjLp : ð4:9Þ
Therefore, by (3.4),Z
X
jK
x
Nk1 *d1=N Hð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2 dmðxÞ ¼
Z
X
jK
d1=N ½xNk *Hð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2 dmðxÞ
pCmðBðy; N1ÞÞ1jjxNk *H jj2Nk ;p
pCmðBðx; N1ÞÞ1jjH jj2Lp ð4:10Þ
for all Borel functions H such that supp HD½1=4; 1 . Next, putting F ¼
xNk1 *d1=NH in (4.4) we getZ
X
jK
x
Nk1 * d1=N Hð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2ð1þ Nrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ

 1=2
pCmðBðx; 1=NÞÞ1=2jjGjjW 2
ðsþ1þeÞ=2
; ð4:11Þ
where GðlÞ ¼ ½xNk *Hð
ﬃﬃﬃ
lm
p
Þel: However, suppðxN *HÞD½1=8; 2 and
jjGjjW 2spjjGjjW pspjjxNk *H jjW pspCjjH jjW ps ð4:12Þ
for all pX2: Now we deﬁne operator K˜y;N : LNð½1=4; 1Þ-L2ðX ; mÞ by the
formula
K˜y;N ðHÞ ¼ Ky;NðxNk *HÞ ¼ Kx
Nk1 * d1=N Hð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞ:
In virtue of (4.10)–(4.12),
jjK˜y;N jj2Lpð½1=4;1Þ-L2ðX ;mÞpCmðBðy; N1ÞÞ1
and
jjK˜y;N jj2W p
ðsþ1þeÞ=2ð½1=4;1Þ-L
2
y;s;N
pCmðBðy; N1ÞÞ1:
Thus, by interpolation,
jjxNk1 *d1=NHð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þð; yÞjjL2
y;s;N
pCmðBðy; 1=NÞÞ1=2jjH jjW p
s=2þe0
for all s > 0 and e0 > 0: This proves (4.7) and (4.3). &
The following lemma is a consequence of Assumption 2.2.
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Lemma 4.4. Suppose that (2.2) holds and s > d: ThenZ
XBðy;rÞ
ð1þ Rrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞpCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞð1þ rRÞds: ð4:13Þ
Proof. Assume that rRX1: ThenZ
XBðy;rÞ
ð1þ Rrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞp
X
kX0
Z
2krprðx;yÞp2kþ1r
ðRrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ
p
X
kX0
ð2krRÞsmðBðy; 2kþ1rÞÞ
pC
X
kX0
ð2krRÞdsmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ
p ðrRÞdsmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ: ð4:14Þ
If rRo1; we estimate the integral over X by the sum of the integrals over
Bðy; 1=RÞ and X  ðBðy; 1=RÞ: Putting r ¼ 1=R in (4.14) we obtainZ
X
ð1þ Rrðx; yÞÞ2s dmðxÞ
p
Z
rðx;yÞX1=R
ðRrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ þ mðBðy; 1=RÞÞ
pCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ: & ð4:15Þ
To prove that an operator is of weak type ð1; 1Þ we usually use estimates
for the gradient of its kernel. The following theorem replaces the gradient
estimates in our proof of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that jjF jjLNpC1; and that
sup
rARþ
sup
yAX
Z
XBðy;rÞ
jK
F ð1FrÞð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj dmðxÞpC1; ð4:16Þ
where FrðlÞ ¼ expððlrÞ
mÞ: Then
jjF ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
ÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1;NðX ;mÞpCC1:
For a very simple proof of Theorem 4.5 see [20, Theorem 2]. See [11,18] for
other variants of the proof. See also [13,22,25].
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First note that supt>0 jjZ dtF jjW psBsupt>0 jjZ dtGjjW ps ;
where GðlÞ ¼ F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
lm
p
Þ: Therefore, we can replace F ðAÞ by F ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ in the
proof. Then we choose a function o in CNc ðRþÞ supported in ½1=4; 1 such
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that X
nAZ
oð2nlÞ ¼ 1; 8lARþ;
and let on denote the function oð2nÞ: Then
F ð1 FrÞð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ ¼
X
nAZ
onF ð1 FrÞð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ:
By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 for any d=2os0osZ
XBðy;rÞ
jK
onF ð1FrÞð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj dmðxÞ
p
Z
X
jK
onF ð1FrÞð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2ð1þ 2nrðx; yÞÞ2s
0
dmðxÞ

 1=2

Z
XBðy;rÞ
jð1þ 2nrðx; yÞÞ2s
0
dmðxÞ

 1=2
pCð1þ 2nrÞd=2s0 jjd2n ½onF ð1 FrÞjjW ps : ð4:18Þ
Now for any Sobolev space W ps ðRÞ; if k is an integer greater than s; then
jjd2n ½onF ð1 FrÞjjW pspCjjd2n ½onF jjW ps jjd2n ½1 FrjjCkð½1=4;1Þ
p C2
nr
1þ 2nr
jjd2n ½onF jjW ps :
Finally,
sup
yAX
Z
XBðy;rÞ
jK
F ð1FrÞð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj dmðxÞ
pC
X
n
2nr
1þ 2nr
ð1þ 2nrÞd=2s
0
jjd2n ½onF jjW ps
pC sup
nAZ
jjd2n ½onF jjW ps ð4:19Þ
as required to prove Theorem 3.1. &
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Note that by (3.5) for any F such that supp FC½0; 2;
jjF ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
ÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞpCjjF jjLN :
Hence, we can assume that supp FC½1;N and consider only n > 0 in (4.18).
Let
F˜ ¼
X
n>0
ðonF Þ*x2nðk1Þ :
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By repeating the proof of Theorem 3.1 and using (4.3) in place of (4.2) we
can prove that
sup
yAX
Z
XBðy;rÞ
jK
F˜ð1FrÞÞð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj dmðxÞpC sup
n>0
jjd2n ½onF jjW ps : ð4:20Þ
Therefore, to prove Theorem 3.2 it is enough to show that
jjF  F˜ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
ÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞpC sup
t>1
jjZ dtF jjW ps :
We write Hn for onF  ðonF Þ*x2nðk1Þ : Since supp HnD½1; 2
n þ 1; it
follows from (3.5) that
jjHnð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þjj2L1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞpC2nðdkþeÞjjd2n Hnjj22nk;p:
Everything then boils down to estimating jj  jj2nk;p norm of d2n Hn: We make
the following claim.
Proposition 4.6. Suppose that xACNc is a function such that supp xC½1; 1;
xX0; #xð0Þ ¼ 1 and #x
ðkÞ
ð0Þ ¼ 0 for all 1pkp½s þ 2: Next assume that
supp GC½0; 1: Then
jjG  G*xN jjN ;ppCNsjjGjjW ps
for all s > 1=p:
In virtue of Proposition 4.6 and (3.5) it then follows that
jjHnð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þjj2L1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞpC2nðdkþeÞjjd2n ½onF   x2nk *d2n ½onF jj22nk ;p
pC2nðdkþeÞ22nskjjd2n ½onF jj2W ps : ð4:21Þ
Finally,
jjF ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ  F˜ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
ÞjjL1-L1p
X
n>0
jjHnð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
ÞjjL1-L1
pC
X
n>0
2nððd=2sÞkþeÞjjd2n ½onF jjW ps
pC sup
n>0
jjd2n ½onF jjW ps
as required. &
Proof of Proposition 4.6. Proposition 4.6 is proved in [13]. For readers
convenience we repeat the proof here. We write zs for the function on R
deﬁned by the condition that
#zs ¼ ð1 #xÞj  j
s:
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Observe ﬁrst thatX
iAZ
sup
tA½i1;i
jzs*H j
ppCjjH jjpLp 8HALpðRÞ: ð4:22Þ
Indeed, Fourier analysis shows that jzsðtÞjpC1jtjs1 when jtjp1 and
jzsðtÞjpC2jtjsk1 when jtjX1: Therefore, we may write zs as
P
jAZ xs;jð 
jÞ; where supp xs;jD½1; 1 and
P
jAZ jjxj;sjjLp0oN (this is where we require
that s > 1=p). The argument of (4.8) and (4.9) then shows that (4.22) holds.
The proof of our claim is now straightforward. Indeed let H be a function
such that dNH ¼ G: Then
jjdNH  xN *dNHjj
p
N;p ¼N
1
X2N
i¼1N
sup
tA½i1
N
; i
N

j½H  x*HðNtÞj
p
pN1
XN
i¼N
sup
tA½i1;i
jzs *IsHðtÞj
p;
where zs is as above and dðIsFÞ ¼ j  jsFˆ: Therefore, by (4.22),
jjdN ½H  x*HjjN ;ppC N1=pjjIsH jjLppC NsjjdNH jjW ps : &
Remark. It is easy to see that EAð0Þ ¼ wf0gðAÞ is bounded on L
q for all
qA½1;N: But we do not have to show it to prove Theorem 3.1. Indeed,
ð1 FrÞwf0gðlÞ ¼ 0 so wf0gðAÞ is of weak type ð1; 1Þ by Theorem 4.5. Note
that if (3.1) holds for poN; then pointwise spectrum is empty and hence
EAð0Þ ¼ 0 (see (3.3)). EAð0Þ ¼ 0 also if mðX˜Þ ¼N: Indeed
jjKEAð0Þð; yÞjj
2
L2ðX ;mÞpC inf
R>0
mðBðy; R1ÞÞ1jjwf0gjj
2
LN ¼ 0:
If EAð0Þ ¼ 0; then one can skip jF ð0Þj in (3.2). If for c > 0; EAð½0; cÞ ¼ 0; then
we can assume that supp ZCð0; cÞ and skip jjF jjLN in (3.6). Note however
that (3.2) without jF ð0Þj is false for the Laplace–Beltrami operators on
compact manifolds.
5. Plancherel measure
Our next aim is to discuss examples of operators which satisfy (3.1) or
(3.4). First, we would like to introduce the concept of the Plancherel
measure corresponding to the considered operator A:
Lemma 5.1. If we define the measure nA;y by the formulaZ N
0
F ðlÞ dnA;yðlÞ ¼
Z N
0
F ðlÞe2l
m
mlm1 dðEAðl
mÞp1ð; yÞ; p1ð; yÞÞ;
ð5:1Þ
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then
jjK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞjj2L2ðX ;mÞ ¼
Z N
0
jF ðlÞj2 dnA;yðlÞ:
Proof. (See also [10, Proposition 3].)
jjK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞjjL2 ¼
Z N
0
dðEAðlÞK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞ; K
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
; yÞÞ
¼
Z N
0
e2l dðEAðlÞexpðAÞðK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞÞ; expðAÞðK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞÞÞ
¼
Z N
0
e2l dðEAðlÞF ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þp1ð; yÞ; F ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þp1ð; yÞÞ
¼
Z N
0
jF ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
lm
p
Þj2e2l dðEAðlÞp1ð; yÞ; p1ð; yÞÞ
¼
Z N
0
jF ðlÞj2e2l
m
mlm1 dðEAðl
mÞp1ð; yÞ; p1ð; yÞÞ: &
Following Christ [10] we call the measure nA;y the Plancherel measure of the
operator A: Now we put dnA;y;RðlÞ ¼ w½0;1ðlÞ d *nA;y;RðlÞ; whereZ N
0
dRF ðlÞ d *nA;y;RðlÞ ¼
Z N
0
F ðlÞ dnA;yðlÞ:
By Lemma 2.2,
nA;y;Rð½0; 1ÞpmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1: ð5:2Þ
Now if n is a positive Borel measure on the interval ½0; 1; then for 1=p0 þ
1=p00 ¼ 1 and p0Að1;N we put
jjnjjLp0 ð½0;1Þ ¼ jjLnjjLp00 ð½0;1Þ-C;
where LnðF Þ ¼
R 1
0 F dn: In other words if jjnjjLp0 is ﬁnite, then dnðlÞ ¼ aðlÞ dl
and jjnjjLp0 ¼ jjajjLp0 : Now we can state (3.1) in the following way.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that 1=p0 þ 2=p ¼ 1 and pA½2;NÞ: Then (3.1) holds for
p if and only if
jjnA;y;RjjLp0pCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1
for all yAX :
The proof of Lemma 5.2 is straightforward so we skip it.
5.1. Operator A1 þ A2 acting on L2ðX1  X2; m1  m2Þ
Suppose that ðX˜1;m1;r1; A1Þ and ðX˜2; m2; r2; A2Þ satisfy Assumptions 2.1
and 2.2 for some positive constants d1 and d2 and that m1 ¼ m2: Now we
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consider the space X˜ ¼ X˜1  X˜2 with the measure m ¼ m1  m2 and the
metric rððx1; x2Þ; ðy1; y2ÞÞ ¼ maxðr1ðx1; y1Þr2ðx2; y2ÞÞ: Denote by A1 þ A2 the
operator A1#1þ 1#A2: It generates a semigroup whose kernel pt is given
by the formula
ptððx1; x2Þ; ðy1; y2ÞÞ ¼ p
½1
t ðx1; y1Þp
½2
t ðx2; y2Þ;
where p½1 and p½2 are the heat kernels corresponding to A1 and A2;
respectively. Note that mðBððx1; x2Þ; rÞÞ ¼ m1ðBðx1; rÞÞm2ðBðx2; rÞÞ and that
ðX˜; m;rÞ and A1 þ A2 satisfy Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with d ¼ d1 þ d2 and
m ¼ m1 ¼ m2: Now if we deﬁne measure n0A;y by the formula n
0
A;yð½0; l
mÞ ¼
nA;yð½0; lÞ; then (see (5.1))
jjKF ðAÞð; yÞjj2L2ðX ;mÞ ¼
Z N
0
jF ðlÞj2 dn0A;yðlÞ:
In the following setting it is more convenient to consider measure n0A;y
instead of nA;y:
Lemma 5.3. We have
n0A1þA2;ðy1;y2Þ ¼ n
0
A1;y1 *n
0
A2;y2
: ð5:3Þ
Proof. To prove Lemma 5.3 it is enough to show that for all functions
FACcðRÞZ N
0
F dn0A1þA2;ðy1;y2Þ
¼
Z N
0
Z N
0
F ðl1 þ l2Þ dn0A1;y1 ðl1Þ dn
0
A2;y2
ðl2Þ: ð5:4Þ
However, to show (5.4) for all FACcð½0;NÞÞ it is enough to prove that (5.4)
holds for all functions ðFtÞt>0; where FtðlÞ ¼ e
tl: NowZ N
0
F2t dn0A1þA2;ðy1;y2Þ ¼
Z N
0
Z N
0
jptððx1;x2Þ; ðy1; y2ÞÞj
2 dm1ðx1Þ dm2ðx2Þ
¼
Z N
0
jp½1t ðx1; y1Þj
2 dm1ðx1Þ

Z N
0
jp½2t ðx2; y2Þj
2 dm2ðx2Þ
¼
Z N
0
F2tðl1Þ dn0A1;y1 ðl1Þ
Z N
0
F2tðl2Þ dn0A2;y2 ðl2Þ
¼
Z N
0
Z N
0
F2tðl1 þ l2Þ dn0A1;y1 ðl1Þ dnA2;y2 ðl2Þ
as required. &
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It is sometimes convenient to consider the following variation of
condition (3.1):
jjKF ðAÞð; yÞjj
2
L2ðX ;mÞpCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1jjdRm F jjLp ð5:5Þ
for some pA½2;N and for any R > 0 and all Borel functions F such that
supp FD½0; Rm: Note that (3.1) follows from (5.5). However, if we put
X ¼ R and A ¼ d2=dx2; then dnA;yðlÞ ¼ 1=p dl and dn0A;yðlÞ ¼
1=ð2pÞl1=2 dl: Hence in this case, condition (3.1) holds for all pA½2;N
whereas (5.5) is true only for p > 4: Let us also consider the following
variation of condition (3.4):
jjKF ðAÞð; yÞjj
2
L2ðX ;mÞpCmðBðy; N1ÞÞ1jjdNm F jjNk ;p ð5:6Þ
for some pA½2;N and for all NAZþ and all functions FACcððNm; 2NmÞÞ:
Note that (3.4) follows from (5.6).
Note that in the following theorem we cannot replace (5.5) by (3.1) or
(5.6) by (3.4).
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that (5.5) (or (5.6)) holds for Ai and p1; p2A½2;N (and
for k1 ¼ k2). Then the operator A1 þ A2 acting on L2ðX1  X2Þ satisfies (5.5)
and so (3.1) (or (5.6) and (3.4) with k ¼ k1 ¼ k2; respectively) for p ¼
maxð2; ð1=p1 þ 1=p2Þ
1Þ:
Proof. Note that (5.5) holds if and only if for 1=p0 þ 2=p ¼ 1 we have
jjn0A;y;RjjLp0pCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1;
where n0A;y;R ¼ w½0;1 *nA;y;R andZ
dRm F ðlÞ d *nA;y;RðlÞ ¼
Z
F ðlÞ dn0A;yðlÞ
(see Lemma 5.2). Next by Lemma 5.3,
dn0A1þA2;ðy1;y2Þ;RðlÞ ¼ w½0;1ðlÞ dðn
0
A1;y1;R *n
0
A1;y1;R
ÞðlÞ
and by Young’s inequality
jjn0A1þA2;ðy1;y2Þ;RjjLp0p jjn
0
A1;y1;R
jj
L
p0
1
jjn0A2;y2;RjjLp02
pCmðBðy1; R1ÞÞ1mðBðy2; R1ÞÞ1
¼CmðBððy1; y2Þ; R1ÞÞ
1;
where 1þ 1=p0 ¼ 1=p01 þ 1=p
0
2: Now if ð1=p1 þ 1=p2Þp1=2; 1=p01 þ 2=p1 ¼ 1;
1=p02 þ 2=p2 ¼ 1; 1=p
0 þ 2=p ¼ 1 and 1þ 1=p0 ¼ 1=p01 þ 1=p
0
2; then 1=p ¼
1=p1 þ 1=p2: Finally, to prove Theorem 5.4 in the case ð1=p01 þ 1=p
0
2Þ > 1=2 it
is enough to note that if pop˜ and condition (5.5) holds for p; then (5.5) also
holds for p˜:
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Note that (5.6) holds if and only if for 1=p0 þ 2=p ¼ 1 we have (cf. Lemma
5.2)
jjNkn0A;y;N *w½0;NkjjLp0pCmðBðy; N1ÞÞ1:
Now
jjNkn0A1þA2;ðy1;y2Þ;N ðlÞ*w½0;NkjjLp0
pCjjN2kn0A1þA2;ðy1;y2Þ;NðlÞ*w½0;Nk *w½0;NkjjLp0
pCjjNkn0A1;y1;N *w½0;NkjjLp01 jjN
kn0A2;y2;N *w½0;NkjjLp02 ;
where 1þ 1=p0 ¼ 1=p01 þ 1=p
0
2: The rest of the proof is the same as for
condition (5.5). &
Corollary 5.5. Suppose that A is an operator of order 2 (i.e. m ¼ 2) acting on
L2ðX ;mÞ satisfies Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. Then the operator A0 ¼ A  @2 (or
A00 ¼ A  @21  @
2
2) acting on L
2ðX  RÞ (L2ðX  R2Þ; respectively) satisfies
(3.1) for p ¼ 4þ e for all e > 0 (p ¼ 2; respectively).
6. Riesz means
As we explained in the introduction, one of the main goals of investigating
Theorem 3.1 was to study the Bochner–Riesz summability for d=2Xa >
ðd  1Þ=2: We noted earlier that Theorem 3.1 with p ¼ 2 implies the Riesz
summability for all a > ðd  1Þ=2 on LqðX Þ; qAð1;NÞ: However, one can
obtain only weak type ð1; 1Þ estimates in virtue of Theorem 3.1 and formally
Theorem 3.1 does not imply continuity and convergence of the Riesz means
on L1ðX ; mÞ: For the sake of completeness let us describe how to modify, or
actually simplify, the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 to prove that (3.1), or
(3.4) and (3.5) with pA½2;N imply the uniform continuity of the Riesz
means of order greater than ðd=2 1=pÞ on all spaces LqðX ;mÞ for qA½1;N:
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that A satisfies condition (3.1), or (3.4) and (3.5) for
some pA½2;N: Next suppose that HACcðða; bÞÞ; where 1=4oa; bo4: Then
for any s > d=2 there exists a constant C independent of R > 0 such that
jjd1=RHðAÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞpCjjH jjW ps :
Proof. First we consider the case when A satisﬁes conditions (3.4) and (3.5).
Then without loosing generality one can assume that R ¼ NAZþ: Next (see
(4.18) and (4.15))Z
jK
x
Nk1 * d1=N Hð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj dmðxÞ

 2
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p
Z
jK
x
Nk1 *d1=N Hð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj2ð1þ Nrðx; yÞÞ2s
0
dmðxÞ

Z
jð1þ Nrðx; yÞÞ2s
0
dmðxÞpCjjH jj2W ps
for all 2dos0os: By (3.5) and Proposition 4.6 (see (4.21)),
jjd1=N ½H  H *xNk ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þjj2L1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞ
pC0NdkþejjH  xNk *H jj2Nk ;p
pC0N ðdkþeÞN2skjjH jj2W pspCjjH jj
2
W
p
s
:
Now if the operator A satisﬁes condition (3.1), then (see (4.18) and (4.15)),
jjd1=RHðAÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞp sup
yAX
Z
jK
d1=RHð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj dmðxÞpCjjH jjW ps
as required. &
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that A satisfies condition (5.5) for some pA½2;N and
that s > d=2: Then for any function HACcðð1; 1ÞÞ
jjd1=RHðAÞjjLqðX ;mÞ-LqðX ;mÞpCjjH jjW ps ð6:1Þ
for all R > 0 and qA½1;N: Hence, if Hð0Þ ¼ 1 and HAW ps-Ccðð1; 1ÞÞ; then
lim
R-N
jjd1=RHðAÞf  f jjLqðX ;mÞ ¼ 0 ð6:2Þ
for all fALq and qA½1;NÞ:
Proof. First note that if we put GðlÞ ¼ HðlÞel; then (see (4.4))Z
X
jKd1=Rm HðAÞðx; yÞj
2ð1þ Rrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ

 1=2
pCmðBðy; 1=RÞÞ1=2jjGjjW 2
ðsþ1þeÞ=2
:
Now if supp HD½1; 1 and pX2; then
jjGjjW 2
ðsþ1þeÞ=2
pjjH jjW 2
ðsþ1þeÞ=2
pjjH jjW p
ðsþ1þeÞ=2
:
By repeating the proof of (4.2) one can show thatZ
X
jKd1=Rm HðAÞðx; yÞj
2ð1þ Rrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞ
pCmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1jjH jj2W p
s=2þe
ð6:3Þ
for all functions HACcðð1; 1ÞÞ: Finally, (6.1) follows from (6.3) (see the
proof of Proposition 6.1). The proof that (6.2) follows from (6.1) is standard
so we skip it. &
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Corollary 6.3. Suppose that A satisfies conditions (3.1), or (3.4) and (3.5) for
some pA½2;N: Then for any a > d=2 1=p and qA½1;N;
sup
R>0
jjsaRðAÞjjLqðX ;mÞ-LqðX ;mÞpCoN:
Hence, for any qA½1;NÞ and fALqðX ;mÞ
lim
R-N
jjsaRðAÞf  f jjLqðX ;mÞ-LqðX ;mÞ ¼ 0;
where saR is defined by (1.2).
Proof. Suppose that a > s > d=2 1=p: Then there exist functions
supp s0D½2=3; 2=3 and supp s00D½1=3; 1 such that
sa1 ¼ s
0 þ s00
and jjs0jjWNs oN; jjs00jjW psoN: By Lemma 2.2, condition (5.5) is always true
for p ¼N so Corollary 6.3 follows from Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 6.2. &
Remark. We noted in the introduction that Theorem 1.1 implies the Riesz
summability for a > ðd  1Þ=2 (see also [10, p. 74]). Actually, to prove the
Riesz summability for all Lq; qAð1;NÞ and a > ðd  1Þ=2 it is enough to
show that
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1;NðX ;mÞpCs sup
t>0
jjZ dtF jjW 1s ð6:4Þ
for all s > ðd þ 1Þ=2 and for any bounded Borel function F (see also [25,
Theorem 2.4]). Using estimate (6.4) one can obtain examples of singular
integral operators. It is usually very difﬁcult to prove continuity of singular
integral operators for general measure spaces (see e.g. [52]). Hence in the
case of a general measure space it is substantially more difﬁcult to obtain
(6.4) than the Riesz summability for a > ðd  1Þ=2: However, if we consider
only spaces with the doubling condition (or their open subspaces), then (6.4)
and the sharp Riesz summability are essentially equivalent. To avoid easy
but tedious detailed discussion of the relation between (6.4) and the Riesz
summability let us only mention that for kAZþ,f0g and FACkc ðð0; RÞÞ;
F ðAÞ ¼ ð1Þk=ðk  1Þ!
Z R
0
F ðkÞðlÞlk1sðk1Þl ðAÞ dl
so
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞpCjjdRF jjW 1
k
sup
R
jjsðk1ÞR ðAÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞ ð6:5Þ
(see [24] and (7.21)). Then one can use Theorem 4.5 to show that (6.4)
essentially follows from (6.5). However, for any s0 > s þ 1=2 we have W 1s0 þ
WNs W
2
s : Therefore, it seems that Theorem 1.1 is still a substantially stronger
result than both Theorem 1.6 and the Bochner–Riesz summability for a >
ðd  1Þ=2 even if we consider only spaces with the doubling condition. (See
also the remark in Section 7.5.)
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7. Examples
To motivate introduction of the Plancherel-type estimates, we discuss
several examples of operators which satisfy condition (3.1) or (3.4) with
some pA½2;NÞ: First we describe how to use Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 to prove
Theorem 1.1 and to obtain spectral multipliers theorems for elliptic
operators on compact manifolds. The new and the most interesting results
which we describe here concern Schro¨dinger operators with positive
potential (cf. [26]).
7.1. Homogeneous groups
First let us show that Theorem 1.1 is a straightforward consequence of
Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. It is well known that the operator L deﬁned by (1.3)
and underlying group G satisfy Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. Therefore, it is
enough to show (3.1) for p ¼ 2: Now if L is a left-invariant operator acting
on a unimodular Lie group G then K
F ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
Þ
ðx; yÞ ¼ F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
Lm
p
Þðzx; zyÞ for all
x; y; zAG: Hence the measure nL;y does not depend on y: If in addition,
the operator L is homogeneous, then K
d1=tF ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
Þ
ðx; yÞ ¼ tdK
F ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
Þ
ð*dtx; *dtyÞ
and so
jjK
d1=tF ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
Þ
ð; yÞjj2L2ðGÞ ¼ t
d jjK
F ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
Þ
ð; *dtyÞjj2L2ðGÞ:
Hence,
R
Rþ
jd1=tF ðlÞj
2 dmðlÞ ¼ td
R
Rþ
jF ðlÞj2 dmðlÞ for any F and so
dnL;yðlÞ ¼ Cl
d1 dl ð7:1Þ
(see also [10, Proposition 3]). Therefore, jjnL;y;RjjLN ¼ CR
d ¼
CmðBðy; R1ÞÞ1 and Theorem 1.1 follows from Lemma 5.2 and Theorem
3.1. &
Corollary 7.1. Let L be a positive definite self-adjoint left invariant operator
on a homogeneous group G: Suppose that the operator L is homogeneous of
order m; i.e. *dtL ¼ tmL and that
jKexpðLÞðx; yÞj ¼ jKexpðLÞðe; x1yÞjpC expðcjx1yjm=ðm1ÞÞ; ð7:2Þ
where C; c are positive constants and j  j is a homogeneous norm on G (see
[23]). Then for s > d=2 and for any Borel function F : ½0;NÞ-C;
jjF ðLÞjjL1ðGÞ-L1;NðGÞpC sup
t>0
jjZ dtF jjW 2s ;
where d is the homogeneous dimension of G:
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Proof. Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 follow from homogeneity of the operator L
and the group G and from (7.2). Hence, to ﬁnish the proof it is enough to
note that by homogeneity of L (7.1) still holds. &
Now let us describe another generalisation of Theorem 1.1. Let ð*dtÞt>0 be a
family of dilation on G: As we said earlier the operator L deﬁned by (1.3) is
homogeneous if *dtXi ¼ tXi: Now we say that L is ‘quasi-homogeneous’ if
*dtXi ¼ td
0
i Xi for some d
0
iX1: For example on any two-step nilpotent Lie
group any operator L deﬁned by (1.3) is ‘quasi-homogeneous’ for some
family of dilations. L is also ‘quasi-homogeneous’ if L ¼
P
Y 2i ; where Yi is
a homogeneous basis of Lie algebra of G (see (1.4)).
Theorem 7.2. Suppose that L is a quasi-homogeneous operator acting on a
homogeneous group and that s > d=2 ¼ maxðd0; dNÞ=2: Then for any Borel
function F ;
jjF ðLÞjjL1ðGÞ-L1;NðGÞpC sup
t>0
jjZ dtF jjW 2s :
Theorem 7.2 is proved in [48]. Here we note that Theorem 7.2 is a
straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.1, Lemma 5.2 and the following
result.
Theorem 7.3. Suppose that the operator L is quasi-homogeneous and let nL;y
be the measure defined by (5.1). Then dnL;y ¼ aðlÞ dl; where
aðlÞpCn
ldN1 if lp1;
ld01 if l > 1:
(
ð7:3Þ
Theorem 7.3 is proved in [48, Theorem 1].
7.2. Compact manifolds
For a general positive deﬁnite elliptic operator on a compact manifold,
Assumption 2.2 holds by general elliptic regularity theory. Further, one has
the Avakumovicˇ–Agmon–Ho¨rmander theorem.
Theorem 7.4. Let A be a positive definite elliptic pseudo-differential operator
of order m on a compact manifold X of dimension d: Then
jjw½R;Rþ1ÞðA
1=mÞjj2L1ðX Þ-L2ðX ÞpC Rd1; 8RARþ: ð7:4Þ
Theorem 7.4 was proved by Ho¨rmander [30]; see also [1,4,31,54, Section
5.1]. This theorem has the following useful consequence.
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Lemma 7.5. Condition (3.4) with p ¼ 2 and k ¼ 1 holds for positive definite
elliptic pseudo-differential operators on compact manifolds.
Proof. By the spectral theorem,
sup
yAX
jjK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ð; yÞjjL2ðX Þ
p
XN
l¼1
jjw½l1;lÞ F ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þjj2L1-L2
 !1=2
pCNd=2jjdNF jjN ;2
as required. &
The importance of estimate (7.4) for multiplier theorems was noted by
Sogge [53], who used it to establish the convergence of the Riesz means up to
the critical exponent ðd  1Þ=2 (see also [8]). The following theorem is due to
Seeger and Sogge [46] (see also [28]).
Theorem 7.6. Suppose that s > d=2 and that A is a self-adjoint, positive
definite elliptic differential operator of order mX2 acting on a compact
Riemannian manifold X of dimension d: Then
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðX Þ-L1;NðX ÞpC sup
tX1
jjZ dtF jjW 2s þ jjF jjLN

 
for any Borel function F : ½0;NÞ-C:
Proof. This result is a consequence of Theorem 3.2, Lemmas 3.3 and 7.5. &
Theorem 7.6 applied to an elliptic operator on a compact Lie group gives a
stronger result than Theorem 1.2. One can say that for elliptic operators on
a compact Lie group Theorem 1.1 holds. However, we do not know if the
Avakumovicˇ–Agmon–Ho¨rmander condition holds for sub-elliptic operators
on a compact Lie group (see also [13]). Hence, Theorem 1.2 gives the
strongest known result for sub-elliptic operators on a compact Lie group.
7.3. Laplace operators on irregular domains with Dirichlet boundary
conditions
Let X be a connected open subset of Rd : Note that if X is irregular then X
is not necessarily a homogeneous space. Thus, the following result gives
examples of singular integral multipliers on spaces without the doubling
conditions (see also [21]).
Theorem 7.7. Suppose that DX is the Laplace operator with Dirichlet
boundary condition on XCRd : Then for any s > d=2;
jjF ðDX ÞjjL1ðRd Þ-L1;NðRd ÞpC sup
t>0
jjZ dtF jjWNs : ð7:5Þ
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Proof. Note that
0pKexpðtDX Þðx; yÞpð4ptÞd=2 exp ðjx  yj2=4tÞ
(see e.g. [14, Example 2.1.8]). Hence, X˜ ¼ Rn and DX satisfy Assumptions
2.1, 2.2 and Theorem 7.7 follows from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.1. &
Remark. A natural question arises: does (3.1) or (3.4) hold for any poN?.
This question is open. However, if X is compact and @X is smooth, then (cf.
(7.4)) Z
X
jjK
w½R;Rþ1Þð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
Þ
ð; yÞjj2L2ðX ;mÞ dmðyÞ ¼
Z
X
K
w½R;Rþ1Þð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
Þ
ðx; xÞ dmðxÞ
¼LðR þ 1Þ  LðRÞpCRd1; ð7:6Þ
where LðRÞ denotes the number of eigenvalues of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
which are pR (see
[32, Sections 17.5 and 29.3]; see also [54, Section 5 Notes]). Condition (7.6) is
called the Weyl asymptotic or the sharp Weyl formula. Note that if X˜ ¼ Rn;
then mðBðx; rÞÞ ¼ cnrn and our Plancherel condition (3.4) with p ¼ 2
is equivalent to the Avakumovicˇ–Agmon–Ho¨rmander condition i.e.
supx jjKw½R;Rþ1Þð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
Þ
ð; xÞjj2L2ðX Þ ¼ jjKw½R;Rþ1Þð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
Þ
ðx; xÞjjLNðX ÞpCRd1 (see Lemma
7.5). The sharp Weyl formula i.e. (7.6) holds if and only if
jjK
w½R;Rþ1Þð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
Þ
ðx; xÞjjL1ðX ÞpCRd1: Thus, if mðX ÞoN; then the Plancherel
estimates (3.4) with p ¼ 2 are stronger than the sharp Weyl formula (7.6).
Although it seems that (7.6) does not imply the sharp Ho¨rmander-type
spectral multiplier the sharp Weyl formula itself is regarded as an important
topic (see [32, Sections 17.5 and 29.3]; [54, Section 4.2], see also
[1,4,17,34,38]). Note that in the case of group invariant operators on
compact Lie groups the Plancherel estimates and the sharp Weyl formula
are equivalent.
The following corollary gives examples of operators which satisfy the
Plancherel estimates and the sharp Weyl formula.
Corollary 7.8. Condition (3.4) with p ¼ 2; k ¼ 1 and so the sharp Weyl
formula hold for DX ; where X ¼ X 0  ð0; 1Þ
2CRd and X 0 is an arbitrary
connected bounded open subset of Rd2: Hence,
jjF ðDX ÞjjL1ðX Þ-L1;NðX ÞpC sup
tX0
jjZ dtF jjW 2s þ jjF jjLN

 
ð7:7Þ
for any Borel function F : ½0;NÞ-C: Eq. (7.7) holds also for X ¼ X 0 
R2CRd ; where X 0 is an arbitrary connected open subset of Rd2:
Proof. Corollary 7.8 follows from Theorems 5.4, 3.2 and 3.1. The fact that
DX coincides with DX 0 þ Dð0;1Þ2 or DX 0 þ DR2 can be shown by using the
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associated quadratic forms and the well-known fact that functions in
CNc ðX Þ can be approximated by functions of the type f#g where
fACNc ðX
0Þ and gACNc ðð0; 1Þ
2Þ or CNc ðR
2Þ: &
7.4. Schro¨dinger operators
Let X be a connected and complete Riemannian manifold. We consider
the Schro¨dinger operator A ¼ Dþ V where V : X-R; VAL1locðX Þ and
VX0: The operator A is deﬁned by the quadratic form technique. If ptðx; yÞ
denotes the heat kernel corresponding to A then as a consequence of the
Trotter product formula,
jptðx; yÞjpp0tðx; yÞ; ð7:8Þ
where p0tðx; yÞ denotes the heat kernel corresponding to D:
More generally, (7.8) holds for the heat kernel ptðx; yÞ of the magnetic
Schro¨dinger operator AY ;V associated with the quadratic form
ðAY ;V f ; f Þ ¼
Z
Rn
jgrad f ðxÞ þ if ðxÞY j2 þ V ðxÞjf ðxÞj2
 
dx; ð7:9Þ
where Y is a real vector ﬁeld such that jY j2AL1locðR
nÞ and 0pVAL1locðRnÞ
(see [51, Theorem 2.3]). This result can be extended with a similar proof to
the situation of magnetic Schro¨dinger operators acting on a complete
Riemannian manifold with a vector ﬁled YAC1:
We start our discussion of Schro¨dinger operators with positive potentials
with the following lemma (compare Lemma 3.3).
Lemma 7.9. Let A ¼ Dd þ V ; where VAL1locðR
dÞ and VX0: Suppose that
for some k > 0 and any e > 0Z
Rd
ð1þ V ðxÞÞdð1kÞ=2e dxoN: ð7:10Þ
Then condition (3.4) implies (3.5).
Remark. It is not difﬁcult to see that one does not have to assume that kX1
is a natural number in Theorem 3.2. More precisely, we just replace Nk by
its integer part ½Nk in the statement of conditions (3.4) and (3.5). We
assume that k is a natural number in Theorem 3.2 only to simplify notation
since in all cases for which we know how to prove (3.4) for some poN;
k ¼ 1 or 2: Note that if one studies the operator A ¼ Dþ x4; then one has
to put k ¼ 3=2:
Proof. To prove Lemma 7.9 it is enough to show that if A ¼ Dþ V ; where
VAL1locðR
dÞ and VX0; then for any c > 0;
jjðA þ 1Þc=2jjL2ðRd Þ-L1ðRd ÞoC
Z
Rd
ð1þ V ðxÞÞc dx: ð7:11Þ
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Indeed, suppose that (3.4) holds. Then we put c ¼ ðdðk 1Þ þ eÞ=2 in (7.11)
and by (7.10),
jjF ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
Þjj2
L1ðRd Þ-L1ðRd Þ
pjjF ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
ÞðA þ 1Þðdðk1ÞþeÞ=4jj2
L1ðRd Þ-L2ðRd Þ
 jðA þ 1Þðdðk1ÞþeÞ=4jj2
L2ðRd Þ-L1ðRd Þ
pCNd jjdN ½F ðlÞð1þ lÞðdðk1ÞþeÞ=2jj2Nk ;ppCNdkþejjdNF jj2Nk;p
for any Borel function F such that supp FD½0; N:
To prove (7.11) we put Mgðf Þ ¼ fg and M ¼ M
1=2
1þV : Then we note that
jjðA þ 1Þ1=2f jj2
L2ðRd Þ ¼ /ðA þ 1Þf ; fSX/M
2f ; fS ¼ jjMf jj2
L2ðRd Þ:
For any quadratic forms B1 and B2; if B1XB2X0; then Ba1 > B
a
2 for all
aA½0; 1: Hence /ðA þ 1Þaf ; fSX/M2af ; fS and
jjMaðA þ 1Þa=2jj2
L2ðRd Þ-L2ðRd ÞoN ð7:12Þ
for all aA½0; 1: Further we note that for the Riesz transform MðA þ 1Þ1=2
we have
jjMðA þ 1Þ1=2jjLqðRd Þ-LqðRd ÞoN ð7:13Þ
for all qAð1; 2: Eq. (7.13) is proved in [49] and the proof of (7.13) is a minor
modiﬁcation of the proof of [11, Theorem 1.1]. Finally, by Ho¨lder’s
inequality for any sXð1=q2  1=q1Þ
1 and any function V > 0;
jjM11þV jj
s
Lq1 ðRd Þ-Lq2 ðRd ÞoC
Z
Rd
ð1þ V ðxÞÞs dx ð7:14Þ
and to ﬁnish the proof of Lemma 7.9 it is enough to note that
ðA þ 1Þc=2 ¼ ðM1MðA þ 1Þ1=2Þ½cM ½ccMc½cðA þ 1Þð½ccÞ=2: &
7.5. Harmonic oscillator acting on L2ðRÞ
The one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is the operator acting on L2ðRÞ
given by formula
A ¼ d2=dx2 þ x2 ¼ Dþ x2:
As an application of Theorem 3.2 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 7.10. If A ¼ Dþ x2; then for any s > 1=2 and any Borel function F ;
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðRÞ-L1;NðRÞpCs sup
t>1
jjZ dtF jjW 4s : ð7:15Þ
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Proof. Let us note that in virtue of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 7.9, it is
enough to prove (3.4) for k ¼ 2 and for p ¼ 4þ e for all e > 0: (3.4) follows
from (5.6) and one can state (5.6) for k ¼ 2 and p ¼ 4þ e in the following
way:
jjKF ðAÞð; yÞjj
2
L2ðRÞpCN jjdN2F jj2N2;4þe ð7:16Þ
for any function FACcð½0; N2Þ: Or replacing N2 by N in (7.16) we have to
show that
jjKF ðAÞð; yÞjj
2
L2ðRÞpCN1=2jjdNF jj2N ;4þe ð7:17Þ
for any FACcð½0; NÞ: To prove (7.7) we recall well-known estimates for the
Hermite functions. By hk we denote the kth Hermite function. The Hermite
functions form an orthonormal basis of L2ðRÞ and Ahk ¼ ð2k þ 1Þhk:
Moreover (see [40, (2.3), p. 435]),
jhkðxÞjpC
ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2k þ 13
p
þ j2k þ 1 x2jÞ1=4 when x2p4k;
expðcx2Þ when x2 > 4k:
(
ð7:18Þ
We are going to prove (7.17) only for y2 ¼ N as the proof for other yAR is
similar or simpler. First we note that
jjKF ðAÞð; yÞjj2L2ðRÞ ¼
X½N=2
k¼1
jjKw½2k1;2kþ1Þ F ðAÞð; yÞjj
2
L2ðRÞ
¼N
X½N=2
k¼1
jF ð2k þ 1Þj2jhkðyÞj
2
N
 !
pCN jjdNF jj2N ;2p
X½N=2
k¼1
jhkðyÞj
2p0
N
 !1=p0
; ð7:19Þ
where 1=p þ 1=p0 ¼ 1: Now, if y2 ¼ N; then by (7.18),X½N=2
k¼1
jhkðyÞj
2p0
N
pC
X½N=2
k¼1
ðjN  2kj þ 1Þp
0=2
N
pCNp0=2 ð7:20Þ
for all p0o2: Hence (7.17) follows from (7.19) and (7.20). &
Remark. Theorem 7.10 is stronger than [61, Theorem 4.2.1]. In [60,
Theorem 5.1], Thangavelu proved the Riesz means convergence for the
harmonic oscillator for a > 1=6: Using Thangavelu’s result and Theorem 4.5
one can show that for p ¼ 1 and s > 7=6;
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðRÞ-L1;NðRÞpCs sup
t>1
jjZ dtF jjW ps : ð7:21Þ
Note that W 41=2JW
1
7=6 and W
4
1=2KW
1
7=6: This means that Thangavelu’s
result i.e. [60, Theorem 5.1] and Theorem 7.10 are independent i.e., neither
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of them follows from the other. Note also that in virtue of Theorem 1.3,
(7.21) does not hold for so1=p þ 1=6: Using the interpolation technique,
(7.21) with p ¼ 1 and (7.15) one can show that (7.21) holds for s >
8=ð9pÞ þ 5=18: We do not know if (7.21) is true when po4 and 1=p þ
1=6osp8=ð9pÞ þ 5=18:
Proof of (7.21) (Sketch). Suppose that supp FC½0; R; sX0 and let W sF be
a Weyl fractional derivative of F of order s (see e.g. [24]). (For sAZþ
W sF ¼ ð1ÞsF ðsÞ). Then
F ðAÞ ¼
1
GðsÞ
Z N
0
W sF ðlÞls1sðs1Þl ðAÞ dl;
so for any e > 0;
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞpCCss jjF jjACs ¼ CCss jjdRF jjACspCCss jjdRF jjW 1sþe ;
where jjF jjACs ¼
RN
0 jW
sF ðlÞjls1 dl and Css ¼ supr jjs
ðs1Þ
r ðAÞjjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1ðX ;mÞ
(see e.g. [24]). Thus if supp FD½2n2; 2n; then for s > 7=6;
sup
yAX
Z
XBðy;rÞ
jK
F ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞjdmðxÞpCjjd2nonF jjW 1s : ð7:22Þ
Using (7.22), (4.18) and the Mauceri Meda interpolation trick (see the proof
of Lemma 4.3) we can show that for any s > 7=6 there exists e > 0 such that
sup
yAX
Z
XBðy;rÞ
jK
onF ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
m
p
Þ
ðx; yÞj dmðxÞpCð1þ 2nrÞejjd2nonF jjW 1s :
Finally, we obtain (7.21) using Theorem 4.5 in the same way as in the proof
of Theorem 3.1. &
7.6. Harmonic oscillator acting on L2ðRd Þ; dX2
In this section, we study spectral multipliers for the operator Ad on R
d ;
dX2; where Ad ¼ Dd þ jxj2 ¼ 
Pd
j¼1 @
2
j þ
Pd
j¼1 x
2
j : We noted that there is
an essential difference between spectral multiplier theorems for D1 þ x2
(Theorem 7.10) and D1 (Theorem 1.1). There is not such a difference
between spectral multiplier theorems for Dd þ jxj2 and Dd if dX2: Therefore,
it is quite surprising that Theorem 7.11 is an obvious consequence of (7.17)
and Theorem 7.10.
Theorem 7.11. Suppose that Ad ¼ Dd þ jxj2: Then for any s > d=2 and any
Borel function F ;
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðRd Þ-L1;NðRd ÞpCs sup
t>1
jjZ dtF jjW 2s : ð7:23Þ
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Proof. By Theorem 5.4 and (7.17), Ad ¼ Dd þ jxj2 satisﬁes condition (5.6)
and so (3.4) for any p > 2 if d ¼ 2 and for any pX2 if d > 2: Hence, Theorem
7.11 follows from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 7.9. &
Remark. Theorem 7.11 is substantially stronger than [61, Theorems 3.3.2
and 4.2.1].
7.7. Laguerre expansion
For aX1=2; we denote by Aa the operator
/Aaf ; fS ¼
Z N
0
jf 0ðxÞj2 þ ðx2 þ ða2  1=4Þx2Þjf ðxÞj2 dx ð7:24Þ
for fACNc ðRþÞ: With some abuse of notation we will also denote by Aa the
Friedrich’s extension of this operator. We put
f ak ðxÞ ¼
Gðk þ 1Þ
Gðk þ a þ 1Þ

 1=2
Lakðx
2Þex
2=2xaþ1=2;
where Lak are the Laguerre polynomials. It is well known that ðf
a
k Þ is an
orthonormal basis of L2ðRþ; dxÞ and that Aaf ak ¼ ð4k þ 2a þ 2Þf
a
k (see [36]).
Finally, for ajX1=2; j ¼ 1;y; d we deﬁne the operator Aða1;y;ad Þ ¼ Aa1 þ
?þ Aad by the formula
/Aða1;y;ad Þf ; fS ¼
Xd
j¼1
Z
Rdþ
j@xj f ðxÞj
2
þ ðx2j þ ða
2
j  1=4Þx
2
j Þjf ðxÞj
2 dx: ð7:25Þ
for fACNc ðR
d
þÞ: Again we will denote also by Aða1;y;ad Þ the Friedrich’s
extension of this operator. The following theorem is generalisation of
Theorems 7.10 and 7.11
Theorem 7.12. Suppose that aX1=2 and Aa is defined by (7.24). Then for any
s > 1=2 and any Borel function F ;
jjF ðAaÞjjL1ðRÞ-L1;NðRÞpCs sup
t>1
jjZ dtF jjW 4s : ð7:26Þ
Next suppose that d > 1; ajX1=2 for j ¼ 1;y; d and that Aða1;y;ad Þ is defined
by (7.25). Then for any s > d=2 and any Borel function F ;
jjF ðAða1;y;ad ÞÞjjL1ðRd Þ-L1;NðRd ÞpCs sup
t>1
jjZ dtF jjW 2s : ð7:27Þ
Proof. The proofs of Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 for the operators Aa and
Aða1;y;ad Þ are standard. It is well known that f
a
k ðxÞ ¼L
a
kðx
2Þð2xÞ1=2; where
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Lak are the Laguerre functions. Hence by [40, (2.5), p. 435],
jf ak ðxÞjpC
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2k þ 13
p
þ j2k þ 1 x2j1=4 when x2=2p2k þ 1;
expðcx2Þ when x2=2 > 2k þ 1
(
ð7:28Þ
for all aX1=2:
Inspecting the proofs of Theorems 7.10 and 7.11 we see that to show (3.4)
we use only (7.18). Thus, to obtain Theorem 7.12 we repeat the proof of
Theorems 7.10 and 7.11 using (7.28) instead of (7.18).
The proof of condition (3.5) is an easy modiﬁcation of the proof of
Lemma 7.9 so we skip it. &
Remark. Theorem 7.12 is substantially stronger than [61, Theorems 6.4.2
and 6.4.3]. See also [61, Theorem 6.4.1].
7.8. Perturbation of harmonic oscillator
For d ¼ 1; 2; 3; Theorems 7.10 and 7.11 hold also for small perturbation
of the harmonic oscillator.
Theorem 7.13. Suppose that s > d=2 and AV ;d ¼ Dd þ x2 þ V ðxÞ; where d ¼
1; 2; 3 and jV ðxÞjoco1: Then for any Borel function F ;
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðRd Þ-L1;NðRd ÞpCs sup
t>1
jjZ dtF jjW ps ; ð7:29Þ
where p ¼ 4 for d ¼ 1 and p ¼ 2 for d ¼ 2; 3:
Proof. First we note that
jjKw½dþ2k1;dþ2kþ1ÞðAV ;d Þð; yÞjjL2ðRd Þp2jjKðAV ;dd2kþ1Þ1 ð; yÞjjL2ðRd Þ: ð7:30Þ
However,
jjKðAV ;dd2kþ1Þ1ð; yÞjjL2ðRd ÞpjjKðA0;dd2kþ1Þ1ð; yÞjjL2ðRd Þ

XN
l¼0
jjMV ðAd  d  2k þ 1Þ
1jjl
L2ðRd Þ-L2ðRd Þ
p1=ð1 cÞjjKðAdd2kþ1Þ1 ð; yÞjjL2ðRd Þ; ð7:31Þ
where Ad ¼ Dd þ x2 and MV f ¼ Vf : For kAZþ we put
ad ;kðyÞ ¼ jjKw½dþ2k1;dþ2kþ1ÞðAV ;d Þð; yÞjj
2
L2ðRd Þ
and
bd ;kðyÞ ¼ jjKw½dþ2k1;dþ2kþ1ÞðA0;d Þð; yÞjj
2
L2ðRd Þ:
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To ﬁnish the proof of Theorem 7.13 it is enough to show that (see Sections
7.5 and 7.6)XN
k¼0
a1;kðyÞ
p0pCp0N1p
0=2 ð7:32Þ
for all 1pp0o2;XN
k¼0
a2;kðyÞ
p0pCp0N ð7:33Þ
for all 1pp0oN and
a3;kðyÞpCk1=2: ð7:34Þ
However, by (7.30) and (7.31),
ad ;k1 ðyÞpC
XN
k2¼0
bd;k2 ðyÞ
1þ ðk1  k2Þ
2
: ð7:35Þ
By (7.35) to prove (7.32), (7.33) and (7.34) for ad;k it is enough to note that
(7.32), (7.33) and (7.34) hold for bd;k (see (7.20) and Section 7.6). For
example for d ¼ 3; we have bd ;kðyÞpCk1=2 and
ad ;k1 ðyÞpCk1=21
X2k1
k2¼0
1=ð1þ ðk1  k2Þ
2Þ þ C
XN
k2¼2k1þ1
k
3=2
2 pCk
1=2
1 : &
Remark. We do not know if [60, Theorem 5.1] and (7.21) with p ¼ 1 and
s > 7=6 hold in the setting of Theorem 7.13.
7.9. Twisted Laplace operator
Consider the twisted Laplacian on Rd ; d ¼ 2l; lAZþ:
Ld ¼ Dx þ Dy þ 1=4ðjxj2 þ jyj2Þ  i=2
Xl
j¼1
xj@yj  yj@xj
 
; ð7:36Þ
where ðx; yÞARl  Rl and Dx ¼ 
Pl
j¼1 @
2
xj
; Dy ¼ 
Pl
j¼1 @
2
yj
: In virtue of
results obtained in [57], the critical index for convergence of the Riesz means
of the twisted Laplace operators on the space L1ðRdÞ is equal to ðd  1Þ=2:
Now we prove the following singular integral version of this result
Theorem 7.14. Suppose that Ld is the twisted Laplace operator defined by
(7.36). Then for any s > d=2 ¼ l and any Borel function F ;
jjF ðLdÞjjL1ðRd Þ-L1;NðRd ÞpCs sup
t>1
jjZ dtF jjW 2s : ð7:37Þ
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Proof. We prove that (3.4) and (3.5) hold for k ¼ 2 and p ¼ 2: To prove
(3.4) it is enough to show that
jjKF ðLd Þð; yÞjj
2
L2ðRd ÞpCNd=2jjdNF jj
2
N ;2 ð7:38Þ
for any bounded Borel function F such that supp FC½0; N: It is proved in
[57] that (compare (7.4))
jjw½r1;rÞðLdÞjj
2
L1-L2pC rd=21: ð7:39Þ
Hence (cf. Lemma 7.5),
jjF ðLdÞjjL1-L2p
XN
i¼1
jjw½i1;iÞ F ðLd Þjj
2
L1-L2
 !1=2
pCNd=2jjdNF jjN ;2:
This proves (7.38) and (3.4). To prove (3.5) we note that
jjF ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
L
p
dÞjjL1ðRd Þ-L1ðRd Þp sup
yARd
jjK
F ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
d
Þ
ð; yÞjjL1ðRd Þ:
However, because of the convolution structure of the operator Ld ;
sup
yARd
jjK
F ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
d
Þ
ð; yÞjjL1ðRd Þ ¼ jjKF ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
d
Þ
ð; 0ÞjjL1ðRd Þ
(see [61, Section 1.2]). Next we note that
Ldþed KF ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
d
Þ
ð; 0Þ ¼ Adþed KF ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
d
Þ
ð; 0Þ;
where Ad ¼ Dd þ 1=4ðjxj2 þ jyj2Þ: Thus,
jjF ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
L
p
dÞjjL1ðRd Þ-L1ðRd Þ ¼ jjKF ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
d
Þ
ð; 0ÞjjL1ðRd Þ
pCjjAðdþeÞ=4d KF ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
d
Þ
ð; 0ÞjjL2ðRd Þ
¼CjjLðdþeÞ=4d KF ð
ﬃﬃ
L
p
d
Þ
ð; 0ÞjjL2ðRd Þ
pCNd jjdN ½F ðlÞlðdþeÞ=2jj2N2;2
pN2dþejjdNF jj2N2;2
for any Borel function F such that supp FD½0; N: &
7.10. Scattering operators
The next example seems to be one of the most interesting example of
operators satisfying (3.1) which we study here. We are going to investigate
the operators D3 þ V ðxÞ ¼ ð@21 þ @
2
2 þ @
2
3Þ þ V ðxÞ; where V ðxÞX0 is a
compactly supported function and
1
4p
sup
xAR3
Z
R3
V ðyÞ
jx  yj
dyo1: ð7:40Þ
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In addition we assume that V is in the Rollnik class, which means thatZ
R6
jV ðxÞjjV ðyÞj
jx  yj2
dx dyoN:
Theorem 7.15. Suppose that V ðxÞX0 is in the Rollnik class and that V
satisfies (7.40). Then D3 þ V ðxÞ satisfies (3.1) for p ¼ 2: Hence,
jjF ðAÞjjL1ðR3Þ-L1;NðR3ÞpCs sup
t>0
jjZ dtF jjW 2s
for any s > 3=2 and all Borel functions F :
Proof. For x; kAR3 we denote by uðx; kÞ ¼ ei/x;kS þ vðx; kÞ the solution of
the Lippmann–Schwinger equation (see [43, Section XI.6, p. 98]):
uðx; kÞ ¼ ei/x;kS 
1
4p
Z
R3
eijkjjxyj
jx  yj
V ðyÞuðk; yÞ dy:
Now if we deﬁne the operator Bjkj;V by the formula
Bjkj;V ðf ÞðxÞ ¼ 
1
4p
Z
R3
eijkjjxyj
jx  yj
V ðyÞf ðyÞ dy;
then by (7.40)
jjBjkj;V jjLNðR3Þ-LNðR3Þ ¼ co1: ð7:41Þ
Let
vðx; kÞ ¼
XN
l¼1
Bljkj;V ðe
i/;kSÞðxÞ:
Then by (7.41) the function uðx; kÞ ¼ ei/x;kS þ vðx; kÞ is the solution of
Lippmann–Schwinger equation and
juðx; kÞjp 1
1 c
pCoN: ð7:42Þ
Next, for fAL2ðR3Þ-L1ðR3Þ we deﬁne the distorted Fourier transform of
function f by the formula
UV ðf ÞðkÞ ¼ ð2pÞ
3=2
Z
R3
uðx; kÞf ðxÞ dx: ð7:43Þ
By Reed and Simon [43, Theorem XI.41, p. 99],Z
R3
jUV ðf ÞðkÞj
2 dk ¼
Z
R3
jf ðxÞj2 dx ð7:44Þ
and
UV ððD3 þ V Þf ÞðkÞ ¼ jkj2UV ðf ÞðkÞ: ð7:45Þ
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By (7.43) and (7.44),
KF ðD3þV Þðx; yÞ ¼
Z
R3
F ðkÞuðx; kÞuðy; kÞ dk
and so
jjKF ðD3þV Þð:; yÞjjL2ðR3ÞpC
Z
kAR3
jF ðjkjÞj2 dk
¼C0
Z N
0
jF ðlÞj2l2 dl: ð7:46Þ
Now (3.1) follows from (7.46). &
7.11. Fractals
Many interesting examples of spaces and operators satisfying Assump-
tions 2.1 and 2.2 are described in the theory of Brownian Motion on fractals
(see for example [35]). Here we would like mention only the Laplace
operator on the Sierpinski Gasket. For the Laplace operator on the
Sierpinski Gasket, Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold with d ¼ log 3=ðlog 5
log 3Þ ¼ 2:1506601y and m ¼ d þ 1 ¼ log 5=ðlog 5 log 3Þ (see [5,58]).
Applying Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 we obtain
Corollary 7.16. Suppose that A is the Laplacian on the Sierpinski Gasket.
Then for any e > 0;
jjAiajjL1-L1;NpCeð1þ jajÞd=2þe; ð7:47Þ
where d ¼ log 3=ðlog 5 log 3Þ:
We do not know if the lower bounds corresponding to (7.47) hold (cf. (1.7)).
We leave formulation of the results concerning the Bochner–Riesz
summability and spectral multipliers for the Laplacian on the Sierpinski
Gasket to interested readers. For other related results see [58].
8. Miscellaneous
8.1. Estimates on the holomorphic functional calculus
For y > 0; we put SðyÞ ¼ fzAC f0g : jarg zjoy}. Let F be a bounded
holomorphic function on SðyÞ: By jjF jjy;N we denote the supremum of F on
SðyÞ: We are interested in ﬁnding sharp bounds, in terms of y; of the norm of
F ðAÞ as the operator acting on LpðX ;mÞ: It is known (see [12, Theorem 4.10])
that these bounds on the holomorphic functional calculus when y tends to 0
are related to spectral multiplier theorems for A:
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It is easy to check, using the Cauchy formula that there exists a constant
C independent of F and y such that
sup
l>0
jlkF ðkÞðlÞjpC
yk
jjF jjy;N; 8kAZþ: ð8:1Þ
For any e > 0; supt>0 jjZ dtF jjWN
ke
pC supl>0jlkF ðkÞðlÞj and so by (8.1) and
interpolation
sup
t>0
jjZ dtF jjWNs p
Ce
ysþe
jjF jjy;N: ð8:2Þ
Applying now (8.2), Theorem 3.1 and interpolation we obtain the following
proposition (see also [12, Theorem 4.10].
Proposition 8.1. For all pAð1;NÞ; we have
jjF ðAÞjjLp-Lpp
Ce
y
d j1
p
1
2
jþe
jjF jjy;N ð8:3Þ
for every y > 0:
Similar estimates were shown in [18] (see Corollary 6.4 and Theorem 6.6)
in the case where the volume is polynomial and in [19] in the case of Lie
groups of polynomial growth. The estimates given in these papers are
similar to (8.3) but with d þ 2 in place of d: Hence, we improved these
results.
8.2. The case m ¼ 2
In this paper, we use the Gaussian bounds for the heat kernel to obtain
spectral multiplier results. Actually, most of spectral multiplier theorems
rely on the Gaussian bound for the corresponding heat kernel (see
[2,3,6,10,18,19,21,24–26,28,33,37]). For m ¼ 2; the Gaussian bounds for
the heat kernel (2.4) are essentially equivalent to the ﬁnite speed propagation
of the corresponding wave equation (see [47, Theorem 3]. The ﬁnite speed
propagation property is used in e.g. [7,13,48,50] to study spectral multiplier
theorems. The wave equation technique seems to be more complicated than
the heat kernel approach. It is also impossible to use the wave equation
technique to investigate mth order differential operator. However, results
which use the ﬁnite speed property are more precise. For example it is
proved in [50] that if m ¼ 2; then
jjLiajjL1-L1;NpCð1þ jajÞd=2: ð8:4Þ
Using Theorem 3.1 we can only show that for any e > 0;
jjLiajjL1ðX ;mÞ-L1;NðX ;mÞpCeð1þ jajÞd=2þe:
We do not know if (8.4) holds for any ma2:
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Therefore, it seems that the wave equation approach and the heat kernel
method are essentially different and they are of independent interest in the
theory of spectral multipliers.
Finally, let us mention that the most precise spectral multiplier results can
be obtained when we use the Fourier transform technique (see e.g.
[8,9,53,54,59]). This technique can be used to obtain spectral multipliers
for Fourier’s multipliers on Rd or for elliptic (pseudo)-differential operators
on compact manifolds. But it seems to be difﬁcult to use the Fourier
transform technique in a more general setting. In some situations, like for
example operators with irregular measurable coefﬁcients it seems to be
impossible to apply the Fourier transform technique at all.
8.3. The case d0adN
Our last remark concerns the situation where the volume has polynomial
growth. For d0 and dN in ½0;NÞ; we deﬁne Vd0;dN : R
þ-Rþ by the formula
Vd0;dN ¼
td0 when tp1;
tdN when tX1:
(
We assume that
CVd0;dN ðrÞpmðBðx; rÞÞpC0Vd0;dNðrÞ; 8xAX ; r > 0: ð8:5Þ
Note that (2.2) holds in this situation for d ¼ maxðd0; dNÞ: If d0 > dN; then
it is possible to obtain a little bit more precise version of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 8.2. Suppose that d0 > dN and that for some 2pppN A satisfies
(3.1). Assume also that
sup
tp1
jjZ dtF jjW psoN; for some s > dN=2
and
sup
t>1
jjZ dtF jjW psoN; for some s > d0=2:
Then F ðAÞ is of weak type ð1; 1Þ and F ðAÞ extends to a bounded operator on
LqðX ;mÞ for all qAð1;NÞ:
Proof. Ifon are the same functions as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, then we put
F ðlÞ ¼ FdN ðlÞ þ Fd0 ðlÞ ¼
X0
N
onðlÞF ðlÞ þ
XN
1
onðlÞF ðlÞ:
By Theorem 3.1, Fd0ðAÞ is of weak type ð1; 1Þ: Hence, one only has to show
that FdNðAÞ is of weak type ð1; 1Þ: However, we note that for s > dN;Z
rðx;yÞXr
ð1þ 2nrðx; yÞÞs dmðxÞpmðBðy; 2nÞÞð1þ r2nÞdNs:
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for all r > 0 and np0: The rest of the proof is just a repetition of the proof of
Theorem 3.1 so we skip it. &
Also in the case d0odN it is possible to obtain a result slightly stronger
than just Theorem 3.1 (see [2,48, Theorem 2]). But the difference between
this stronger version and Theorem 3.1 is not signiﬁcant so we do not discuss
details here.
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